FRIDAY, NOV 7th

9:00am - noon

Frank Dempsey 10  Betelgeuse period analysis using Vstar
Gary Walker 15  EE Cep Winks in full Color
Kangujam Yugindro Singh 10  Transient pulsation of Sirius
John C. Martin 10  Eta Carinae Continues to Evolve

poster introductions 25  Each poster author will have 2 minutes to introduce his/her poster

*Coffee Break*

Rodney Howe 20  Parallel group and sunspot counts from SDO/HMI and AAVSO visual observers
David Cowall 20  GOING OVER TO THE DARK SIDE
Gordon Myers 20  Photometry Transforms Generation with PTGP
Ken Menzies 20  Using VPHOT and PTGP to generate Transformation Coefficients

*Lunch Break*

2:00pm – 4:30pm

Kangujam Yugindro Singh 15  Observational activities at Manipur University, India
Mike Joner 20  A Report on West Mountain Observatory Observations for the KELT Follow-up
David Turner 15  Visual Observing: New Ideas for an Old Art?
John Toone 20  America's First Variable Star

*Coffee break*

Mike Simonsen 30  The Future of Visual Observations in Variable Star Research: 2015 and Beyond
John Toone 30  The Life of Albert Jones